Number: SN-2017/01
Issued: 14 June 2017

SAFETY NOTICE
SUBJECT:

Guidance on Aircraft Loading Gross Error Checks

GENERAL: Safety Notices (SNs) are issued by the Civil Aviation Authority – Macao, China to convey
advisory information to Macao aviation entities to enhance safety. SNs contain safety-related
recommendations, guidance and/or industrial best practices to specific subjects which may or
may not have been addressed by established requirements and regulations.
RELATED REGULATIONS: Paragraph 27 of the Air Navigation Regulation of Macao (ANRM)
AC/OPS/030 – Aircraft Loading Requirements
APPLICABILITY: This SN applies to operators of Macao registered aircraft.
CANCELLATION: This SN is the first SN issued on this subject.
REFERENCES:

The following material was referred to for the development of this SN:
 UK CAA CAP 1009 – Gross Error Checks – Guidance Document

1.

Introduction

1.1 Before departure, the mass and balance documentation must reflect the actual loaded state of the
aircraft. In order to comply with this requirement, checks to identify and correct any errors must be
completed. A gross error can and has compromised flight safety, sometimes with fatal consequences.
1.2 It is good practice to correct every minor error, but a gross error is more important because it could
compromise the safety of a flight. Due to the numerous formats of mass and balance documentation
and different industry procedures, it is very difficult to provide definitive details of how to conduct
gross error checks. But there are a number of fundamental and effective checks that can be completed.
1.3 The sole objective of these checks is to ensure that any significant discrepancies in the loading process
are identified and corrected before departure.

2. Loadsheet
2.1 Basic checks of the loadsheet will minimise load control errors. The data provided by electronic
systems should not contain any errors, but never assume it is correct as most of these systems can be
manually adjusted and therefore could be susceptible to human error.
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2.2 There are a number of key entries that must be checked for accuracy:













airline
flight details (routing, flight number and date)
aircraft type, variant and registration
crew configuration
dry operating mass/dry operating index (not always available to ground handling agents)
zero fuel mass/take-off mass/landing mass are not exceeded
take off and trip fuel
load distribution in holds (load in compartments)
number of passengers and bags and their masses
mass of other loads: cargo, ballast, spares, COMAT, and mail etc.
mass of special loads, electric mobility aids etc.
edition number of document

2.3 Aircraft operations are generally determined by four maximum limitations which have been calculated
and set by the manufacturer:





the maximum zero fuel mass
the maximum ramp mass
the maximum take-off mass
the maximum landing mass

2.4 While the maximum zero fuel mass and maximum ramp mass will not differ for most aircraft, the
maximum take-off mass and the maximum landing mass will vary depending on certain things, such as
take-off fuel, trip fuel, runway length and weather at departure and/or en-route.
2.5 The letter “L” next to a mass on a system generated loadsheet indicates the restricting limitation for a
particular flight. This will change depending on the specifics mentioned above, and subsequently the
allowable load may be reduced.
2.6 When completing a manual loadsheet, one simple gross error check is to add the take-off mass to the
underload. If the figures on the document are correct, that calculation will equal the limiting mass
allowed for that sector.
2.7 On a system generated loadsheet, be aware that the figures will always add up because that is what
the system is supposed to do. However, the numbers can be put in incorrectly, so always check them
to ensure that they appear as expected. If in doubt, refer to the supporting documentation, which
could include the loading instruction/report form, the load form or the fuel receipt.
2.8 Checking the take-off mass shown on the loadsheet against the one on the flight plan may also reveal a
significant miscalculation.
2.9 If there is a company requirement to underline, circle or tick any of the data, be careful not to write
over any of the information, otherwise it may not be possible for the flight/ground crews to accurately
read, verify or reconcile the figures provided.
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2.10 If a loadsheet shows a nil load in a compartment/ hold that would normally be loaded or if a normally
empty one is showing as loaded, raise this with the appropriate person. There may be good reason,
but it could be a gross error.
2.11 Finally, when inputting mass and balance information into aircraft flight management systems, flight
crews must ensure that they read the figures to verify accuracy. If in any doubt, they should refer to
any supporting documentation or raise the matter with the appropriate personnel. A cross check of
the input and output data with the other pilot will also minimise the chance of a gross error.

3. Load and Distribution
3.1 For every departure, a load instruction/report form will be issued to instruct loading teams how much
is to be loaded and where. This document will be provided to the loading supervisor to formally record
the actual loading and any subsequent deviations.
3.2 As with the loadsheet, there are a number of key entries that must be checked for accuracy:









airline
flight details (Routing, Flight number and Date)
aircraft type, variant and registration
distribution of hold loads (including baggage, cargo, ballast, spares, COMAT, and mail etc.)
void/nil fit positions
bags per ULD/hold
weight capacities in each compartment do not exceed limits
edition number of document (If applicable)

3.3 This document typically contains a signed certificate which states that the person responsible for the
supervision of the physical loading process has done so in accordance with the instruction specified.
3.4 The person responsible for signing this document must ensure that they have done everything possible
to verify that the aircraft has been loaded and secured in accordance with the document, especially if
they have not been working in the cargo holds during the loading process. If a hold/compartment is
planned to be empty, it must be checked and reported that it is.
3.5 Never assume that all loads have been accounted for. The person responsible for loading must also
report everything and anything in the hold on the loading instruction/report form, regardless of
whether or not they loaded it. It may not have been offloaded from the previous flight. (This includes
items such as ballast, spare wheels, towbars and catering, etc.) Even if the exact weight is unknown, it
can be accounted for during the reconciliation process if it is reported.
3.6 Keep a look out for other clues during the loading process. Check if any items of the load look or feel
significantly heavier or lighter than normal.
3.7 A check of the flight number and destination on checked baggage and cargo tags will also confirm that
the destination is correct.
3.8 In the passenger cabin, cabin crew should also be aware of loading considerations. As well as checking
the total number onboard against the passenger information list, make sure that everyone is sat in the
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correct seat, as specified on the loadsheet and/or load form. Whether it is an allocated or free seating
flight, be aware of passengers playing musical chairs after the doors have been closed – if they move,
the centre of gravity will change.
3.9 The most vital cross-check in the dispatch process is the reconciliation of the final loadsheet and
loading instruction/report form. Regardless of any operational formats/ variances, the aircraft should
not be clear to depart until this reconciliation has taken place, taking into consideration any last
minute changes (LMC).

4. Securing of loads
4.1 It is important to prevent any load shift because it can have a hazardous effect on the centre of gravity,
and it could damage the aircraft’s structure and/or systems. Loading staff have a responsibility to
check that all restraint devices are fully secured, whether they are nets, locks or straps. When the
aircraft has void/nil fit positions, double-check that it is impossible for a load to move. If a hold has
been partially loaded, raise all locks and nets to prevent or limit any potential movement.
4.2 When checking the accuracy of documentation and/or the quantity, position and restraints of any load,
never assume that somebody else has checked it. If any errors are identified, the appropriate person
must be advised before departure.
4.3 Everyone involved in loading and securing an aircraft, from load control to the flight deck, must be
aware of the importance of accurate mass, balance and loading.

5.

Recommended Actions

5.1 Operators are encouraged to note the information contained in this Safety Notice and review their
policies and procedures to reflect the safety issues contained in this Safety Notice.

- End -
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